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Created naturally through the impact of tremendous 
forces – what could be more sustainable?

The Persian Block of Salt arose from the tectonic 
movements 600 million years ago. By the movement of 
entire continents, enormous salt deposits that had 
been formed due to the drying out of the inland seas, 
which were hermetically closed and due to the 
immense pressure the salt was pressed into solid salt 
stone. Nowadays, geologic eras later, these salt stones 
are mined and cut in blocks. This signifies optimal 
energy efficiency at the production: the natural raw 
material itself becomes a roasting, grilling and cooling 
device – what could be more sustainable?
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The Persian Block of Salt turns the archaic kitchen work into a
sensual experience again. It is ideal for grilling and roasting
but also for cooling and serving. Meat, fish, vegetables and
sea food are cooking with lightning speed and low in fat on
the Persian Block of Salt.

Due to the special cooking and seasoning technique, the
natural flavour is intensified. Meat and fish remain juicy.
Vegetables maintain their crisp freshness.

The cooling of the white and pink shimmering Block of Salt
naturally intensifies the original taste of carpaccio, sushi,

fruits and even desserts.
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One for all – the Persian Block of Salt stores heat and cold
Extreme heat and extreme cold – the Persian Block of Salt is able to cope with any 
temperature, is thus versatile in use in the kitchen for roasting of the juicy steaks and for 
cooling and serving of ingenious sweet dishes. The reason for this is: The Block of Salt has 
stored practically no humidity; it is thus possible to heat it up to + 470 ° C and to cool it down 
to –20 °C.

Unique seasoning technique for new taste adventures
Generally, salt is sprinkled over the grilled and roasted meals and thus these are only 
seasoned selectively. This means that a single bite may be over-salted and the next one 
tastes blend. On the contrary, the Persian Block of Salt allows extraordinarily well-seasoned 
taste adventures. Meat, fish, vegetables or sea food absorb little salt over the entire surface 
during the cooking time on the Persian Block of Salt, whch is rich in trace elements such as 
calcium, potassium and magnesium. The effect of this moderately dosed seasoning: The 
natural intrinsic flavour is harmonically emphasized and each bite tastes equally delicious – a 
culinary aha-experience!  Even when cooling on the Block of Salt, the tartar, carpaccio or 
sushi as well as sweet dishes get a particular flavour kick.
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Shapes & Sizes: (All Blocks are ground and have blunt edges.)

2,5 x 10 x 20 cm / 1,1 Kg

You can extend the cooking surface putting side
by side several Salt Blocks and cook larger
steaks or fish pieces.

Standard

PERSIAN SALZ BLOCK 2015

2,5 x 20 x 20 cm / 2 x 1,1 Kg

2,5 x 20 x 20 cm / 2,2 Kg

Twice 

Double

Salt block for cooking

2,5 x  20 cm / 1,9 KgRound
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Shapes & Sizes: (All Blocks are ground and have blunt edges.)

5 x 20 x 30 cm / 6,7 Kg

You can extend the cooking surface putting side
by side several Salt Blocks and cook larger
steaks or fish pieces.

HORECA
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The Persian Block of Salt –usable in any kitchen
Low-tech brings exquisite delights – heat the Block of Salt slowly on an electric cooktop, ceramic glass top, gas oven, 

electro grill, gas grill or in the oven and the uncomplicated cooking pleasure may start.

Easy to warm + Easy to cool + Easy to clean =  Easy to use
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Innovative barbecue season – the Persian Block of Salt makes the champion 

Summer time, party and barbecuing in the open air – the culinary pleasure can be 
enhanced with the Persian Block of Salt. Simply place the Persian Block of Salt on the 
charcoal grill and prepare some delightful dishes on it, e.g. a diverse mixture of roast beef, 
lamb chops, burgers, fish fillets, prawns and vegetable spits. In case of a larger number of 

guests put several Blocks of Salt side by side; so you can expand the grilling surface.

Staying slim and healthy while grilling and roasting 

Minimal fat is the magic word for slim and healthy cooking – the Persian Block of Salt is 
perfectly suitable for this purpose: Meat is roasted thereon free of grease. Fish and 

vegetables are only thinly brushed with oil.
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6 Salz Blöcke / Karton
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Display:

• 6 blocks/ carton
• 10 carton / display 

= 60 Salt-Blocks
• Dimensions: 600 x 400 x 

900 mm 
• Weight: +/- 60 Kg
• On ¼ Wooden Pallet
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Equipment – Stainless Steel holder  & Co

Stainless-Steel  holder 

AISI-304 

(20,5x20,5cm)

Soft-Bag for 

transport and store

Stainless-Steel  

transport-structure 

AISI-304 
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Riast-beef with garlic and thyme
For 4 portions

4 Roast-beefs (150g each)
2 garlic colves
1 sprig of thyme
1 tablespoon of olive oil
Pepper

Slowly heat the Persian Block of Salt (on ceramic glass cooktop, electric cooktop,
electric or gas grill, in the oven or on the charcoal grill).

Chop the garlic and the thyme; mix it with olive oil.

Roast the roast-beefs gently on both sides the Persian Block of Salt. Brush with garlic-
thyme oil before serving and season with freshly ground pepper.
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Vegetable spits with bacon
For 4 portions

4 cocktail tomatoes
150 g of small mushrooms
200 g zucchini
1 yellow sweet paprika
1 red onion
100 g of bacon
1 tablespoon of olive oil
1 teaspoon of rosemary, chopped
pepper

Slowly heat the Persian Block of Salt (on ceramic glass cooktop, electric cooktop, electric or gas grill, in the oven
or on the charcoal grill).

Cut the tomatos and the mushrooms in halves. Halve the zucchini lengthways. Slice the zucchini in thin slices;
cut the sweet pepper in small pieces and the onions in slices. Slice the bacon in thin slices.

Alternatively, put the mushrooms, the vegetables and the bacon on spits. Mix the olive oil and the rosemary.
Brush the spits therewith and roast them on both sides on the Persian Salt Block for a few minutes. Serve the
vegetable-bacon spits seasoned with pepper.
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Herb prawns
For 2 portions

8 prawns
1 garlic clove
2 tablespoons of chopped parsleý
2 tablespoons of chopped basil
1 tablespoon of lemon juice
3 tablespoons of olive oil
pepper

Slowly heat the Persian Block of Salt (on ceramic glass cooktop, electric cooktop, electric or gas
grill, in the oven or on the charcoal grill).

Finely chop the garlic. Mix the garlic, the parsley, the basil, the lemon juice, the 2 tablespoons of
olive oil and the pepper.

Apply a thin coat of olive oil on the prawns and shortly roast them on both sides on the hot 
Persian Block of Salt. Serve the prawns with the herb dip.
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Grilled gilthead bream with lemons
For 2 portions

1 small gilthead bream, approx. 400g
2 garlic cloves
1 tablespoon of lemon juice
pepper
4 slices of lemon

Slice the garlic in thin slices.

Slowly heat the Persian Salt-Block (on ceramic glass cooktop, electric cooktop, electric or gas grill, 
in the oven or on the charcoal grill).

Slice the garlic in thin slices. Brush of the gilthead bream with olive oil on the outside and spice it 
with lemon juice, pepper and garlic on the inside.

Roast the gilthead bream on each side for approximately 10 minutes on the hot Persian Block of 

Salt. At the end of the cooking time, add slices of lemon; roast shortly on both sides.
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Mozzarella and tomatoes with basil, seasoned oil balsamic vinegar
For 2 portions

300 g of tomatoes
250 g mozzarella
2 tablespoons of olive oil
Half a spoon of oregano
A quarter of a teaspoon of coriander
Pepper
Half a bunch of basil
2 teaspoons of balsamic vinegar

Put the Persian Block of Salt into the freezing compartment for an hour or in the refrigerator for 
three hours. 

Mix olive oil, oregano, coriander and pepper. Serve the tomatoes and the mozzarella in an 
overlapping arrangement on the cooled Persian Block of Salt; drizzle with aromatic spice, sprinkle 
with leaves of basil and pour balsamic vinegar on it.
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Beef Tartar
For 2 portions

250 g of finely chopped beef filet
1 egg yolk
Half of an onion, chopped
1 tablespoon of capers, chopped
1 tablespoon of parsley, chopped
2 tespoons of olive oil 
1 teaspoon of Dijon mustard
1 teaspoon of cognac
Half a teaspoon of mild paprika powder
pepper

Put the Persian Block of Salt into the freezing compartment for an hour or in the refrigerator for three hours. 

Put a ring (a diameter of approx. 10 cm) onto the Persian Block of Salt. Slightly press the tartar into it. Remove 
the ring. Put the egg yolk onto the tartar.

Mix the tartar on the Persian Block of Salt with the egg yolk, the onions, the capers, the parsley, the olive oil 
the Dijon mustard, the cognac and the paprika powder and season it with pepper. 

Serve crispy toasts with it.
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* Alle Markenzeichen sind registriert.TRADE AND MORE PERSIAN SALZ BLOCK 2015

PRODUCTION – Trade & More: 
TEB Barcelona
C/Fernando Pessoa, 54-64
08130 Barcelona (Spain)

Trade & More EUROPE:
Manolo´s Food, GmbH
Heinrich Haubner Str. 11
5020 Salzburg (Austria)
Tel: +43 664 340 28 28 (Hr. Manolo)
info@tradeandmore.org 

Contact

See our Videos in YouTube: 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRJTml6_F7fIQEysVXCYeig
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